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1. Introduction. Various characterizations of the closed 1-cell and of the

closed 2-cell have been given. But, with the exception of a paper by Alexan-

droff,| there is no record of previous attempts to give a characterization of the

closed «-cell which is uniformly valid for all values of «>0.

Characteristic of the present work are (1) the use of the notion of strong

homeomorphism (§2) by means of which is defined a very useful concept, that

of the descendant of a set, and (2) the emphasis placed upon an essential prop-

erty of the closed «-cell as given in Corollary, Theorem Pi (§3).

In Theorem I (§4) there is presented a characterization of the closed

«-cell without reference to the euclidean spaces. The definition of the closed

«-cell implied by this theorem, although given by means of recursive state-

ments, is essentially set-theoretic in character. The words and symbols con-

stituting this theorem may be regarded as defining a function of n, F(n),

such that if k is a positive integer, F(k) is a closed &-cell. The space Fin)

is defined in terms of certain of its subsets as given by F(n — 1). By definition,

F(0) consists of a single point.

The proof of Theorem I is based upon Theorem I' (§4). This latter theo-

rem gives a characterization of the closed «-cell in terms of the closed (« — 1)-

ceil.

2. Definitions. The set M — M, where M designates the closure of the

set M, is called the X-set of M and is denoted by X[M].

A set Mi is said to be strongly homeomorphic with a set M2 provided there

exists a homeomorphism, H(Mi) = M2, of such nature that H(Mi) = M2.%

Let P be a non-vacuous subset of a set M such that M — P = Mi-\-M2,

Mi ■ M2 = P and Mi} i — 1, 2, is strongly homeomorphic with M. Each of the

sets Mi is called a proper descendant of M. This relation is expressed sym-

bolically: Mi = D?{M). The set P is said to generate the descendants. The

* Presented to the Society, June 20, 1934 under the title Uniform set-theoretic characterizations

for closed n-cells; received by the editors July 29, 1936.

t P. Alexandroff, Zur Begründimg der n-dimensionalen mengentheoretischen Topologie, Mathe-

matische Annalen, vol. 94, p. 296.

} The use of the expression "strongly homeomorphic" in this connection was suggested to the

author by Professor J. R. Kline.
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complex whose elements are the descendants of Jf generated by P is repre-

sented byA[P]M.
A[P]M = (DfiM), D2P(M)).

A set P is said to generate improper descendants for a set Jf as follows:

(1) P^O, J/VO, but P does not generate proper descendants for Jf:

Df{M)=0,        2; A[P]Jf = (0, 0).
(2) P = 0:D?(M)=M, * = 1, 2; A(P]Jf = (Jf, Jf).

(3) Jf = 0: A-p(J/)=0,        2; A[P]Jf = (0, 0).

We define two additional complexes:

A[P]{MU Mt, ■ • • , Mn) = (Df(M{), 77/(17,), • • ■ , DfWn), *VW»)),

&[Pi]M - A^H ÄJPjjfj.

That the complex Af.^PiJJf contains at least one non-vacuous element

is indicated as follows: A"=1 [Pi]M^0. It is to be noted that, if P» = 0 for

every value of i, every element of A"_x [P,-] Jf is identical with Jf.

It will be of advantage to extend the notion of a descendant of a set and

speak of every descendant, proper or improper, of a descendant of a set Jf

as a descendant of Jf. When there is no doubt as to the identity of the set

which generates a given descendant, the symbol for the generating set will

be omitted. Frequently multiple subscripts will be used in denoting descend-

ants, as in Dn(M). In such cases the meaning will be clear from the context.

An «-cell, n>0, is a subset of a space S which is strongly homeomorphic

with the set in euclidean w-space which is the interior of the («—l)-sphere

whose equation is zZ*i=ix? = 1- A 0-cell is a set consisting of a single point.

3. Preliminary Theorems. We prove first

Theorem Pi. Let Cn and Kn be two n-cells, n>0. If there is a homeomor-

phism, Hi(k[Cn]) =X[Kn], there exists a homeomorphism, 772(C") =Kn, such

that 7f2(X[C"]) =H1(\[C]).

In view of the definition of the «-cell (§2), K" may be taken to be the set

in euclidean w-space which is the interior of the (n — 1)-sphere whose equation

is £*_ xx? = 1. Since Cn is strongly homeomorphic with Kn, there is a homeo-

morphism, 7J«(C>) =K", such that 7J«(X [O]) =X [Kn]. Denote by 0 the point

(0, 0, • • ■ , 0) in euclidean «-space. Let p be any point of X[Cn], Hi{p) =g

and Ha(p) =q'. Let Oq and Oq' be the straight line intervals in Kn joining

O to q and q' respectively. Make the points of Oq and Oq' to correspond in

such a manner that a point qx of Oq corresponds to a point q{ of Oq' if, and

only if, dip, q1)=d{0, ?/).*

* If p and q are two points, the symbol d(p, q) is used to designate the distance from p to q.
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Since p is any point of A[0], this procedure results in a transformation

of Kn into itself which is a homeomorphism. If Hß(Kn) = K" is this trans-

formation, Hß(qx) =q(. Let H2 denote the transformation HflHa. Then H2

is a homeomorphism. fl»(C") »1*. Since H2{p) ̂ H^H^p) =Hfl{q') =q,

H2(X[C«])=H1(X[C"]).

Corollary. If Cn is an n-cell and if there is a homeomorphism, Hi(X[C"])

= X[Cn], there exists a homeomorphism, H2(C") = C", such that H2(X[Cn])

=ffi(X[0]).

Theorem P2. Let Sxn and S2. be two topological n-spheres such that

S»==Cl+C5, Cf1-Cf2=X[Cil]=X[C^2], 2, and Ci±js an n-cell. Then
there exists a homeomorphism, H(Sin) = S2n, such that H(C$t) = C2xt, 2.

C?! is strongly homeomorphic withC",. There is a homeomorphism7Ji(C1!1)

= Cju such that H^X^]) =X[C21]. B\it\[C^]=\[C%], i = l, 2. Then

#iO[Cii])z^^jCu]) =X{C£J- By Theorem Pi there is a homeomor-

phism, E2(Cn12) =Cn22 such that H2(X[C{2]) =H1(X[C\>2]). The existence of the

required transformation is evident.

Corollary. If Sn is an n-sphere, Sn = Cj1 + CY2='cYl + C2r2 and C^-C^

=MC?i ] — ̂[Ci2], i = l) 2, there exists a homeomorphism, H(Sn) =Sn, such that

ff(C&«Q,*-l,2. _

Theorem P3. If Cn is an n-cell, X[C»] »Cf^'+Cp1 a«d Cp-CT1

=X[CB_1], * = 1, 2, i/zere exz'sfe an (n —I)-cell C"-1 swcA ZAaZ X[Cg-1 ] =X[C"_1],

2, andAlCl'1] C"^0.

Let i£"M be the same subset of euclidean w-space as in the proof of Theorem

Pi. The (» — 1)-dimensional plane Xi = 0 has in common with Kn the (n — 1)-

cell jjCg"1. The set X[7a""] is the sum of two closed (w-l)-cells, Kl~l and

Kn2~x, such that if?-1 Kl~l =\[K^~1],i = 1, 2, 3. By Theorem P2, there is a

homeomorphism, #i(X[Cn]) =\[Kn], such that ff^CC?-1) =^T-1, * = 1, 2.

By Theorem Px there is a homeomorphism, H2(Cn) = Kn, such that J/2(X[C"])

= 7J1(X[C"]).The setFrW-1] is an(n-l)-cellC*-1. Obviously AlCT^C^Q.
The set Q_1 separates Cn into two w-cells.

Remark. In the sequel the symbol Ck (or Csk) is always to be understood

as designating a k-cell.

4. Principal theorems. We state now our main theorems.

Theorem I. In order that a space Zn be a closed n-cell, the following condi-

tions are necessary and sufficient:

(4.1) Zr is a connected and locally compact Hausdorff space* which is de-

* a Hausdorff space is a space denned by a system of neighborhoods which satisfy the Hausdorff

neighborhood axioms. See F. Hausdorff, Grundzüge der Mengenlehre, 1914, p. 213.
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fined by a countable set of neighborhoods: {2V,-}, i = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

(4.2) Zn contains a proper subset In such that (i) In = Zn and (ii) if there is a

homeomorphism, 77i(X [I"]) =X [/"], there exists a homeomorphism, h2(Z") =Zn,

for which h2(X[ln]) =h1(X[I"]).

(4.3) Let Wi and W2 be two sets such that 0^W1W2p Wh j = l, 2, Wx is a

neighborhood Nt and W2 is an element of Aat=1 [Pi]V, where V is either In or a

neighborhood belonging to I" and 0 £. PicX[2Va,.], Nai$V, £^a,. Then

T?2-X[T4T1]=^,1Zr1, A?_ J/)n-1]JF2^0, and, if Kßj is a component of

X[^2]-X[T472]-ZIB-1, there exists Z^-1 such that Kßj=rß7\

(4.4) Z°(=I°) is a set consisting of a single point.

Theorem I'. This theorem differs from Theorem I only in the following re-

spects: (1) in Condition (4.3), 7"~\ ZJ}.-1, and P}*1 are replaced by

C7_1, C™-1> CßT1, and C%~x respectively, and (2) Condition (4.4) is omitted.

5.   Proof that the conditions in Theorem I' are sufficient. We state first

5.1. Lemma 1. There exists a set G of compact neighborhoods which is a

subset of the set of all neighborhoods in Zn having the following properties:

(a) The set G is equivalent to the set of all neighborhoods.

(b) Corresponding to each point p, there exists a subset of G: G(p) = {Nai},

i = 1, 2, 3, ■ ■ • , such that Nai 3 p and Nai+l c Nai.

(c) If {NDi}, * = 1, 2, 3, • • • , is a set of neighborhoods belonging to G for

which Nbi+, c Nbi, then the se/LT". i     consists of a single point*

Hereafter all neighborhoods mentioned will be members of the set G.

5.2. Lemma 2. The set X[7n] is an (n — i)-sphere.

There exists a neighborhood Na such that Na-X[ln]^0 and Na$I". By-

Theorem I' (4.3), Z- XiNA^zZUiQ171 and AtQ-^/^O.

/" = z?i(/») + zM/») + er1;        dJTT= cf*.

The set 2Va-X|/n] contains a point which belongs to one and only one of the

setsX[7n]X[77i(7")], i = \, 2. Suppose that X [A (7")] op. There is a neighbor-

hood Nb such that Nbop and Nb-D2{In) =0.f Then X[Nb] contains a closed

(w-l)-cell CT1 such that A[C*-1] A(7")^0 (Theorem I' (4.3)).

* For the proof of this lemma, see I. Gawehn, Über unberandete 2-dimensionale Mannigfaltig-

keiten, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 98, p. 339. An understanding of the method by which the sets

G(p) are obtained is assumed in 5.8 and 5.9.

f The fact that Z" is a locally compact Hausdorff space assures us of the existence of a neighbor-

hood Nb having the desired properties. In fact, the following proposition, of which we shall make

frequent use, hojds; If F is a closed set and p, a point not belonging to F, there exists a neighborhood

NbO p such thatNb F = 0.
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A(7") = Z?n(7») 4- /?«(/») + Q"1, Z?n(/») • £>»(/") =

Every point of X[A(7")] not belonging to C«_1 belongs to one and only

one of the sets X [Du(In) ], *== 1, 2. Since CS-1 is connected and Cg"1-Cg-1 =0,

Q_1 belongs to one of the sets X[Ai(7»)]. Suppose that CJ-1 cX[As(/")]•

Then CT1 -X [Ai(7")] =0. _

Case 1. n<3. Assume that, in this case, X[7"] — X[7>]-C*{_1 contains an

infinite number of components. C"_1 c !*• Every component of X [/»] — X [/"]

•CT1 is an (w-l)-cell (Theorem I' (4.3)).

If n—l, Cd° consists of a single point and X[l1]Cd° = 0. Then X[/'] is

not a connected set and consists of infinitely many points.

Let n = 2. The set C£ is a 1-cell and XfCV] consists of two points, gi

and gi. C~} belongs to a component CJ of X[A(72) ] -X[A(72) ] CY- The

points gi and gi separate Cm into three 1-cells. Of these three 1-cells, one is CJ-

and each of the other two 1 -cells is a subset of a component of X [72 ] — X [I2 ] ■ Cdl

which belongs to X[A(72) ]. By a similar process it can be proved that each

of the points gi belongs to the X-set of one and only one component of

X[72] — X[I2]-Ca1 which is contained in X[A(/2)]. Every component of

X [I2] — X [I2] ■ Cdx belongs to one and only one of the sets X [A(/2) ]. At least

one of the sets X [ACT"2) ] contains an infinite number of these components.

Let X [A(f2) ] be such a set.

The set gi+g2 cannot belong to the X-set of a single component of

X [72] — X [I2] ■ Cd1 which belongs to X [A(72) ]• For, suppose that C} is a com-

ponent of X[72] — X[72] -Cd1 which belongs to X[A(72)] and whose X-set is

g!+gt. There exists Nf such that AVX[A(72)]^0 and Nr (C/+C}) =0.

Then \[Nf] contains a 1-cell C} such that A [Cr1 ]A(72) ^0. Cdl+C} is a

1-sphere which belongs to a component of X[A(72)]— \[DX(I2)]-Cx1- But

such a component would not be a 1-cell. We can now conclude that X [A(72) ]

consists of infinitely many components and that each of these components is a

1-cell. This last statement holds true for X[72] which is homeomorphic with

X[A(72)]. _ _

Since X[A(7") ]-C*-15^0, there exists a closed 1-cell Cnß~l belonging to

the X-set of a neighborhood and A [Cy1] A(7n) 5*0, n = l, 2.

D,(7») = />„(/") 4- 2>m(/») 4- Qr1; D^^-D^) = Cr1.

Suppose that CT* c X [A2(7"n) ]. Then CT1 • X [Ai(7") ] = 0. X [Da(7") ],»-l,2,
being homeomorphic with X [/"], consists of infinitely many components, each

of which is an (n — l)-cell.

There exists a homeomorphism, 77(X [Ai(7") ] =X[Ai(7") ]). It can

be   shown   that   X [Ai(7") ] =G1+G2,   where   G^0,   G1G2+G1G2 = 0,
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GicX[Ai(/")]-X[/»], H(Gi) cX[Z>2i(/n)]-X[/"] and both of the sets,

X[Ai(7")]-X[7"]-Gi and X[Ai(/n) ]-X[7"]-7J(Gi), are non-vacuous. Let

H(Gi)=G{,
There exists a homeomorphism, 7Ji(X[/"]) =X[7"], such that 77i(Gi)

= H(Gi) -ft', TJi(GY) =H-1(G1') =Gx and, if * is a point of X[/»]-Gi-cV,
Hi(x) =x. By Theorem I (4.2), there is a homeomorphism, 772(Z") = Z", for

which 7J2(X [/»]) = TJ^X [7- ]). _

Under the transformation Z72, a subset of Ai(7"), * = 1, 2, is transformed

into itself and a subset of Ai(7") is transformed into a subset of Ai(7")>

k = l, 2. The set Ai(7n), being homeomorphic with Z", is a con-

nected set. Since 772 is a homeomorphism, A2(Ai(7n)) is a connected set.

772(Ai(7")) contains non-vacuous subsets in each of the two sets, A(7") —C"_1

and A (7")— C"-1. Neither of the two last-named sets contains a point or

limit point of the other. Therefore, H2(L\JJ")) -Cf^^O.

Let n = 1. In this case the point CV is the transform of two distinct points

belonging respectively to Ai(7n) and Ai(7"). This is impossible since 772 is a

homeomorphism. Therefore, our assumption that X[A] — X|A]-C,j0 has an

infinite number of components has led to a contradiction. Hence XJ71] con-

sists of a finite number of points. Let «i be the number of points in X [71 ].

\[P] = X[A(/1)]'Xt71]4-X[Z72(P)]-X[/i],

w, = 2(«i — 1),

«i = 2.

Therefore, X[7X] is a 0-sphere.

Let n = 2. Since each point of X[CY ] is a limit point of X[72]— &— G{,

H2{\[Cj ])=X[CV ]_and   7J2(Ai(72)) Cj cCJ,    i = \1_2. _Then Cj

-T,<-MDg(P)) Cj is not a connected set. H2(Ca1) <t C/. For, if

7J2(C7) c C7,  7J2(Cd1 )_c 1H,(Dil(P)) ■ C1 .   But   no   subset of

Cd1 —£j=17J2(77ii(/2))-Cd1 containing XfCV] is a connected set. Therefore,

H2(Ci) contains a point g not belonging to Co1. This point q belongs either to

A(72) or to A(72). The discussion is of the same character in either case.

Suppose that D2(P) oq and 772-1(<7) =q'. Since CY contains no point which

is a limit point of Gi, q' is not a limit point of Gi, 772(X[A(72) ]-X[72] — Gi)

=X[A(72) ] X[72] —Gi. The point q, which belongs to A(72), is not a

limit point of 772(X[A(72) ]-X[72] — Gi). Therefore, q' is not a limit point

of X[A(72)] X[72]-Gi. Then there exists Nr such that Nr^q' and

7?r-(X[A(/2)]-Cd1) =0. The setXfA^] contains a closed 1-cell UJ such that

A[C? ]A(72)?*0. Since the X-set of each descendant of A(72) generated by

C«1 is homeomorphic with X [A(72) ], each component of the X-set of such a de-
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scendant, under our assumption, is a 1-cell. C«1 belongs to a component of the

X-set of each descendant of A(72) generated by C} and Cj■ (X [Di(P) ]-Cd1)

= 0. Then X [C,1 ] c CY. The set Cdl contains a 1-cell C* such that X[Q]

= X [C,1 ]. The X-set of one of the descendants of A(72) generated by C«1 con-

tains the 1-sphere C} +CJ-. This contradicts the fact that every component

of the X-set of a descendant of A(72) generated by 67 is a 1-cell. Hence our

assumption that X[72] — X[72] • CY contains infinitely many components has

led to a contradiction.

The set \[P]—\[P]Cd1 is non-vacuous and consists of a finite number

of components Ci„ Ct2, ■ ■ ■ , C\f. There exists Ns such that N,-C\^0

and AY£i_2Cai = 0. The set \[NS] contains a closed 1-cell CY such that

A[CY ]/25*0. As in the above, it can be shown that the X-set of one of the

descendants of P generated by CY contains a 1-sphere. Then X[72] contains

a 1-sphere S1. Suppose that X[72] contains a point g not belonging to S1.

There exists Nm such that Nmog and Nm S1=0. Then X[A7m] contains a

closed 1-cell Cf such that A[C^ ]72?*0. S1, being a connected set, belongs to

a component of X[72]— X[72]-C/. But such a component, containing a 1-

sphere, would not be a 1-cell. Hence X[72] =S\

The set X[72] — X[72] -C^1 consists of two components belonging to

X[7)i(72)] and X[A(72)] respectively and X|CY] is the X-set of each com-

ponent.

Case 2. «5; 3. The set C*_1, being a connected set, belongs to a component

Cr1 of X[D1{In)]-\[D1(In)]-cY'1 (see the first part of this proof). By the

Jordan-Brouwer Theorem* Cr'-XfQ-1] =Af1+A7'2, M1 ■ lf2=X[Cr1]) and

Mi, * = 1, 2, is a connected set. Since C"-1 is connected, one of the sets Mi

contains no point of C"-1. Let Mi be this set. Then Mi is a subset of a com-

ponent Q-1 of X [7"] -X [7"] • Q-1 which belongs to X [A(7") ] and which has

A [CT1] for its X-set. Then X[A(7") ] contains the (ra-l)-sphere Cd~l-\-Crl.

Therefore, X[7"] contains an (n — l)-sphere. By an argument used in connec-

tion with the proof for the case when n = 2, it can be shown that X[7n] is an

(n — l)-sphere. The setX[7"]—X[7"]Cg_1 consists of two components belong-

ing to X [A(7") ] and X [A(7") ] respectively, and X [CJ1-1] is the X-set of each

component.

5.3. Lemma 3. If Na is a neighborhood such that Nacl", the set \[Na]

is an (n — \)-sphere.

Since 2Va is an open proper subset of the connected space Zn, \ [Na]^0.

Na is compact (Lemma 1).

* L. E. J. Brouwer, Beweis des J ordanschen Satzes für den n-dimensionalen Raum, Mathematische

Annalen, vol. 71, p. 314; J. W. Alexander, A proof and extension of the Jordan-Brouwer separation

theorem, these Transactions, vol. 23, p. 333.
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Case 1. n = 1. There exists a set of neighborhoods {A7,*,,. \,i = \,2, ■ ■ ■ ,m,

such that 7" => N,t * Na, X [Na] ^0 and X [Na] c*T".i^c ThenÄ\ X [A7, j

=£^'_1C^, i = 1, 2, • • • , m. HenceX [Na] consists of a finite number of points.

By a method used in Lemma 2, it can be proved that XfA7«] is a 0-sphere.

Case 2. n>\. There exists A7^ such that N^\[Na]^0, Nfcln and

Nf $ Na. Then 77*-X[7Ya] =E*,1C;"1 and A?=1 [Crl]Nw*0. Let p be a point

of Ci~l. The pointy is not a limit point of the set£*_2C7_1- There is a neigh-

borhood Ns such that Ns => p, Ns c and Ns -Yfi^Cr1 = 0. Then X [Ns] con-

tains a closed (w-l)-cell Cr1 such that A[Cr'I^^O. By arguments given

in the proof of Lemma 2, it can be proved that Cf_1 contains an (n — l)-cell

Cs~l whose X-set is X [CT-1]. It is evident that the X-set of one of the descend-

ants of Na generated by Cf_1 contains the (n — l)-sphere C,~1+Ca~1 and,

furthermore, that the X-set of this descendant is identical with this in — 1)-

sphere. Hence XfA7«] is an in — l)-sphere.

5.4. Lemma 4. Let Wi, W2, and V be the sets given in Theorem I' (4.3) with

the following restrictions: Wid" and, if V^I", Vcln. Then W2^X^T?,-

iC,"-1, 7>i is a proper descendant of W2 and DrDs=0,r^s. If /xis a fixed

value of j, there are two sets, Da and Dß, such that X [77a ] ■ X [Dß ] = C^"1 and

C("-1-X[77ä]=0, 8^a, ß. The set X^-C^1 is an [n-\)-cell whose \-set

is\[Crl\-

Since X[lFi], * —1, 2, is an (n — l)-sphere, it can be shown that X[C-1-1]

cX[If«]. The other desired results can be obtained by referring to the defini-

tions in §2, Theorem Pi and results previously established.

The set of descendants given in the lemma is called the set of final descend-

ants of W2 generated by X[W\].

Corollary. If V is In or is strongly homeomorphic with I", A [Cf~1]W2^0

for all values of j.

This proposition can be proved by means of the results given in the

lemma, Theorem I' (4.2) and Theorems Pi and P2.

5.5. Lemma 5. Let Cf-1 and Cf1 be two (n — \)-cells such that X[7"]

= C^+CTrT andC\^-CY'1=^[Cr1], »-1,2. Then there exists an(n-\)-

cell C3n_1 having the following properties: \\Cs~1] = X[Cn_1], *=1, 2, and

Afcr'J/^o.
There exists Nf such that X[A7/] contains a closed (» — l)-cell Cs~l and

AfCr^^O. From the proof of Lemma 2 it is known that X[7"] = CB~1

+ Cr\ where Q'1 -Q;1 = X[Gr1] = X[Cnr1], »-l, 2. By Corollary, Theo-

rem P2, there exists a homeomorphism, 77i(X[7>]) = X[7n], such that

Hi(Q7~l) = CB-1, i = l, 2. There is a homeomorphism, H2(Zn)=Z", of such
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nature that 772(X[7"]) =H1(\[/»]). The set TT^Cr1) is an (n-l)-cell ßf~\

Since 772 is a homeomorphism, A[CsB-1]7n5*0.

5.6. Lemma 6. 7" *s a connected set.

Case 1. »■»!. X[7X] consists of two points, pi and p2. Suppose that 71 is

not connected. Then

I1 = Mi 4- M2; Fi Ms 4- MVM2 = 0; Mi 5* 0.

The two sets, M1 + P1+P2 and J72+^j. 4-/>2, cannot both be connected sets.

For, assume that each of these sets is connected. There exists Nh such that

Nh-Dpi and Nh$p2. Since Mi+pi+p2 is a connected set, Mi+p1+p2 con-

tains a point £ belonging to X [Nh] and A [g^MO. M1 a 17. Then J72 $ <?•

7l = 7M71) + 7)2(7!) 4- g; W^-LMP) = q.

Each of the points pi, i = l, 2, belongs to one and only one of the sets

A [7)3(71) ],j = 1, 2. The connected set J72+^i4-^2 is the sum of two non-vacu-

ous sets belonging respectively to 771(71) — q and D2{P) —q. This is impossible.

Therefore, at least one of the sets Mf-\-pi+p2 is not connected. Suppose that

Mi-\-px-\-p2 is not connected.

Mx + pi + p2 = Pi + P2: ?, Pi + Pi ?« - 0; P, 5* 0.

The set pi+p2 cannot belong to one of the sets P<. For, suppose that

Pi?pi+p2. Zl = {Pi+M2)+P2. But Z1 is a connected set and Pi+M2-P2

+ (Pi + M2)-P2 = 0. Then let Pi^pi, i = l, 2. The set Pi is connected. For,

suppose that

Pi - Pn + Pi*; Fii Pu + P11P12 = 0; Pu ^ 0.

The point pi belongs to one of the sets Pn. Assume that Pn 3 pi.

Z1 = (Pii-r-P2+M2)-{-Pi2. Again we have an impossible situation, since

P11+P24-.M2 • Pi!4- (P11+P24-M2) • P12 = 0. Then Pi is a connected set. Simi-

larly, P2 is a connected set. Since Mi^O, at least one of the sets Pi contains

more than one point. Let Pi be such a set. Now assume that Af24-^i4-p2 is a

connected set. There exists N„ such that N„ 3 pi and Na 4> Pi. Then Pi, being

a connected set, contains a point x of X [Ng] and A [x]ll?*0.

71 = DS,(P) + Dh(P) + x; D^-JMFj = x.

Since * belongs to Mi, the connected set M2+Pi+p2 is the sum of two non-

vacuous sets belonging respectively to D&,{P)—x and Ds2(P)—x. Then

M2+pi+p2 is not a connected set.

M2 4- pi + p2 = Ri + R2; Ri R2 4- Ri-R* = 0; Ri ^ 0.
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As in the above, it can be shown that, by a proper choice of subsets, R{ d p{,

*-l, 2. Z^iPx+Rj + iPt+Rt) and Px+R,-(Pi+Rj + fa+Ri)Pl+R2
= 0. But Z1 is connected. This final contradiction shows that P is a con-

nected set.

Case 2. »>1. There exists Nr such that A7",. c7". ~\[Nr] is an (» —1)-sphere

(Lemma 4). Suppose that Nr is not connected. Then

Nr = Bi + B2; ~EvB, + BVB2 = 0; 73, 5* 0.

XfA^r], being a connected set, belongs to one of the sets Bi. Suppose that

\ [Nr]cB1.Z"=[B1 + (Z-- Nr) ] +B_2 and P1+(Z"-/Vr) ■ 752 + [73, + (Z»- 7?r) ]

■ Bi = 0. But Z" is connected. Then Nr is connected.

Let T be a component of P. Zn = T+(\[P] + (P-T)). If a point qoi T

were a limit point of In—T, there would be a neighborhood Nb such that

7V6c/», Nb^q and AY (7"-7)?*0. Then the set r+F6 would be a con-

nected set. This contradicts the fact that T is a maximal connected subset of

P. The set X[7"] contains a limit point of T.

Let p be a point of X[r]-X[7B]. There exists N, such that Ns ^p and

Fs * T. Then r • X [N. ] ?*0. ZB • X [tf. ] ^*, • 7B = C""1 and T • X [N. ]

c TS-iCr1. Let 7-CrVO. Then Cr1 c 7. A [C1n-1]7«5*0(Corollary, Lemma

4).

7" = d^p) + d2(p) + cr-1; WF)-'DtW) = er1.

There exist two sets, C*'1 and Cl;1 such that X[7"] =C~and

Qr1"^;1=^[Cr1]=X[C:r1L      2. Suppose that x[/j>,(/»)]»c:r,
2. Let ,S'B~1 be the (n — l)-sphere in euclidean ra-space E" whose points

have coordinates which satisfy the equation: zZ"-\x^ = !■ The (» — ̂ -dimen-

sional plane #i = 0 separates into two in— l)-cells, TTi1-1 and k%~x, such

that S"-1 = kY1 and XJzl-ÄpI=X[^r1], »-1,2. By Theorem P2

there is a homeomorphism, 77(X [7"]) = Sn~1, such that HiC^*)-JE?-1,

»•-1,2.
Let be a point of Cl'1 and 77f>,) =/>i. R~rl => pi ■ In En there exists

an (» — 1) -dimensional plane Tif-1 such that TJf-1 contains the points pi

and (0, 0, ■ ■ • , 0)._Er1 separates 5»-x into two  (»-l)-cells, k^1

and tt";1- S^-ZS-HäV1. k^-kx'^K1}, XfTqr1]^' and

X^1]^1^, i=l, 2. Let g-'(Xgt-1)=Cgt-1. Then X^r1]^,

XCqr'J ^r^O and X[7»]=C",71+C"2-1, Cr'-Cr1 =X[C"r1], »-l, 2.
By Lemma 5, there exists C^1 such that C"-1c7B and X[Q-X] =X[C".-1],

* = 1, 2. The connected set C""1 contains non-vacuous subsets in each of the

two sets, A(7") and D2(P). Therefore Qf' Cr^O. Since Cr'cT,

Cß'1 c T. Then     any point of Qf1, is a limit point of 7". In the same man-
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ner it can be shown that 672-1 cX[7]. Hence X[7] =X[7n]. If 7" contains a

component Ti distinct from T, \[Ti] = X[7n]. From the preceding discussion,

it is seen that JVC"-15*0. Then Ti cannot be distinct from T.

5.7. Lemma 7. There exists a neighborhood Na such that Nacln and Na

is strongly homeomorphic with In.

There exists Nt such that Nt X [In] 5*0 and A7,* 7". Then Z"\[Nt]

=zZ1-iQ~1- Let A(7n) and A(7") be the two members of the set of final

descendants of 7" generated by X [Nt ] which have CT"1 on their X-sets (Lemma

4). Let p be a point of CT~ . There is a neighborhood Na such that Na^ p

and Na belongs to the set A(7") +A(7") +CT"1. X|7V(] generates a set of

final descendants for AY Na-\[Nt] =J^-iCSl~1. Since Na-X[Nt] cCr\

lZ7=iQ~l cC?-1. Let A (AY and A(A7«) be the two members of the set

of final descendants of Na generated by \ [Nt] which have CY1 on their

X-sets. XfA7«] generates a set of final descendants for each of the sets A(7"),

i = l, 2. C""1 XfA7«] =0. Then, since C""1 is a connected set, C""1 belongs to

the X-set of one and only one final descendant of each of the sets A(7n),

i = \, 2, generated by XfA7«]. Let these two final descendants be Ai(7") and

D21(In) belonging to Di(In) and A(7") respectively. There exists Ne such that

AY q-15*0 and Ne belongs to the set Ai(7") +Ai(7") +Q~l. N„ contains

a point pi of A(A7a). The point pi belongs to one of the sets Ai(7"). Suppose

that Dn(In)opi. Since 7™ is a connected set, Ai(7n) is connected. But

Dn(In)-(k[Na]+\[Nt])=0. Then Ai(7") c A(Ar„). Since each of the two

sets, X[7n] and X[A"„], is an (n — l)-sphere, each of the sets, X[Ai(7")] and

X[A(^„)], is an (»-l)-sphere. X[Ai(7")] cX[A(f«)]. Therefore X[Ai(7") ]

= \[Di(Na) ], since no proper subset of an in — l)-sphere is an (n — l)-sphere.

No point of A(A7„) can belong to any final descendant of one of the sets

A(7"), * = 1, 2, generated by XfA",,] other than 77n(7n). For, otherwise, such a

descendant would belong to A (AY and its X-set would be identical with

X[A(AY] and, therefore, with X[Ai(7")]—an impossible situation. Then

Di(Na)=Dn(In). Hence Di(Na) is strongly homeomorphic with 7". Na is

strongly homeomorphic with 7".

Corollary. Let Np and N( be two neighborhoods such that Np+N(

c 7", Np is connected, N( contains a point pof\ [Np ] and N( i> Np. Then N( is

strongly homeomorphic with N„ and p is a limit point of Z" — Np.

This proposition can be proved by means of the procedure used in the

proof of the lemma.

5.8. Lemma 8. Let Na be a neighborhood such that Nacln, Na is strongly

homeomorphic with 7" and Na =Xi_i7Y where each set Pk is an open set with
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respect to Na. Then Na=YJi=i^i such that DrDv=0, £?*?7, o,nd D, belongs

to at least one set Pk and is strongly homeomorphic with Na. If p is a

fixed value of j, X [77„] =I>,1C"r1, C^, CJ|-1«-0, s^t, and, if h is a fixed
value of i, X[77J-C"."1 is an (n-\)-cell and either C*f1 cNa or C""1 cX[A7„].

If CJ^cA7«, there is a set 77», K^ß, such that X[Z>M] • X[Z>«] = C"~1 a»<i

C"J-1X[Z7J]=0) S^m, k. 7/C";1 cX[7Ya], C^Xp,] =0, <^M.

The following proof applies when n> 1. The modifications necessary when

» = 1 are obvious.

The set Na is compact. Assign to each point p of Na the neighborhood AY

such that Nap is the neighborhood of G(p) (§5.1) of least subscript having the

following properties: Nap c In, Nap $ Na and A7^ • A7« belongs to at least one of

the setsiY There exists a finite subset of the set of all such neighborhoods:

7\ = {N*.}, j = 1, 2, • • • , p, such that i A7^. => Fa and A7^ P Nid, c^d. By

successive applications of Corollary, Lemma 7, it can be shown that every

neighborhood belonging to Ti is strongly homeomorphic with Na and is,

therefore, a connected set.

Let Nfm be any neighborhood of 7\. Every point of the set XfA7^,]- Na

belongs to at least one of the neighborhoods of TV Suppose that the sub-

scripts in the symbols for the neighborhoods constituting 7\ are so chosen

that {A7^.}, 7 = 1, 2, • • • , m — 1, is the set of neighborhoods such that

X[AYj-^^0,i = l, 2, • • • , m-l.
Let Af, represent A7^,. If A^-X[AY] =0, let (-4*,)*, be A7^., and, if

A7^1X[A7^2]?*0, let (.4 ̂ ,),/,, be the set of final descendants of A$, generated

by XfA7*,]. If AVX[AY] = 0, let be A7^ and, if A7^2-X[A7^1]?*0, let

B1p,^l be the set consisting of those final descendants of Nj,2 generated by

X [A7^,] which do not lie in A7,-,,.

Every descendant of A7^ is a connected set. No final descendant of

generated by X [N#,] contains a point of the set X [A7^,] +X [AVj. Then every

such final descendant lies wholly in A7^, or wholly in Zn — A7^,.

■4*,#, = (-4*,)*! 4- B^^„

A*,*, = Nfl + ÄY,.

If Aflt1-\[Ni,,]=0, let (.4 *,,/,,),/,, be A+^2 and, if A^,l4,2-\[N^,] ?*0, let

(^4^.^,)^,, be the set consisting of the final descendants of members of A+j,

generated by XfA7^,,] and those members of A+j, which contain no point

of XlA7-,,]. If A7^,-X[AfJ=0, 5^ = 7^, and, if AVXfA7,, J?*0, is the
set of those final descendants of A7^, generated by X [A7^, ] which do not lie in

AY. If Bfl+2-\[N+,]=0, -B*,*2* , =       and, if Pvw.2X[AVj?*0, is the

set consisting of the final descendants of members of B#,#t generated by
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X[AY] which do not lie in A7^, and those members of Bf,f, which contain no

point of X[AV,].

-4^1^!^!   =   (4 <P i!p J ^ i 4" B<fri'p2t\>

3

-4*nM-i = E^*r
)'=1

Proceeding in this manner, we obtain A+j,..

m—1

-4*i*«-•       = £ A7"^..

Considering in the next step the neighborhood  Nfm,  we obtain

■ •#••-«*«.• 11 ̂ "i contains additional neighborhoods Nfm+j, j= 1, 2, • ■ • , s,

N*m+j-(K[N+m]-Na) =0. Continuing as in the above, we obtain finally

p

Ail/iff-im-"tp = zZ-^ij-

Let A be the set consisting of those final descendants of members of

■<4tfiirVgenerated by XjA7«] which lie in Na and those members of

A$^t.. . .fp which lie in Na. A = Ä7a-X^_iÄ7,/,,. = Ä7«. Since the members of A

are connected sets and A ■ (X [Na ] +zZ'j=iX [A7,^. ]) = 0, the subdivision of Na

obtained by the above process is unique, that is, the subdivision is independ-

ent of the order in which the neighborhoods A7,^. enter into the discussion.

Since X [Nfm ] generates a set of final descendants for each of the neigh-

borhoods AV,., j = l, 2, • ■ • , m — 1, the setXfA7^] zZT-i^*i is, topologically,

an (w —1)-dimensional euclidean set andXjA7^] ■ XJT^X[A7^.] is an (n — 2)-

dimensional set. Then X[AV„J-Af^2.. .*m_^0. Therefore XfA7^] generates

sets of final descendants for certain members of Let E be the

set of such members of A^lVt...fm_v E-\[N+m] =X't=iC"~1, Ct~1-E = Ckn~1,

Cf_1-C"_1 = 0, £5*17, and X[C^_1] c\[£]. Suppose that p is a point of

XlA7^]-^!*,,-and that E}>^. Then a[^,...f..,]3f But

X[^4^^2. ..,(.„_,] =X7=i1X[A7^]. Hence ^ belongs totheX-set of at least one of

the neighborhoods A7^., 7 = 1, 2, ■ • ■ , m — \. Let XfA7*,] ̂p. TY^.-XfA7^]
=Z*=iCT"1, A7,1C77I = Cr1 and Z^C?,-1^. Suppose that Cns~lop.

There exists A7,, such that N„^p and No-E = 0. Then A7,, contains a point

g of C""1. There is a neighborhood Ne such that Nez>q, A^cA7,/,, and

ÄY£ = 0. /vVXtA7^] =Z^1CT7t. The setzZ'-iC^1 is an (»- l)-dimensional

set. Z;.1C"-1cJ^J...^_1-E. Then Ej_1C"-1cX[ArÄB] XM^1...^_J.

But X[A7^m] X[^4^1^!...^,m_1] is an (« — 2)-dimensional set. The contradiction
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here encountered shows that X[N$m]- A^^,.. .+m_1=\[N+m]-E=zZt-iC%~1.

Let C""1 be one of the sets C"-1 and Mi and M2 be the two final descend-

ants of a member of generated by XfA7,^] such that MrM2

=\[M1]\[M2]=C^1. The set Mi+Mi+Q'1 is a descendant of one of

the neighborhoods A7^., j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m — l. Let M denote the set Mi+M2

+C"-1. Considering now the set X[AY„+1], two possibilities present them-

selves :

(1) \[Njm+1] ■ (Mi+M2) =0. In this case Mi and M2 are members of

(2) X [A^^+J • (M1+M2) 5*0. In this situation X [AVm+1] generates final de-

scendants for one or both of the sets Mi. If XfA'^+J -M»5*0, XfAY+J -X [Mt]

is an [n — 2) -dimensional euclidean set. Then X[A7^m+1] Cn1_1 is at most an

(n — 2)-dimensional set. The set M belongs to one of the members of

•<4\M, ■ • Let M' be this member. M may be identical with M'. Under our

present assumption, X [A7^„+1] generates a set of final descendants for M'. Let

R be the set of these final descendants, /ici^^...^^,, Ct~l c R and

Qr1 • X [R ] = CT1 • X [Nfm+l ]. Then CT1 ■ R * 0. Therefore X [Nfm ] generates

sets of final descendants for certain members of R. Let Pi be the set of such

members of R. S, X [A7^ ] =£«_ 1C^1 and C^ Äi-C^"1. Since CT1 ■ X [P ]

is at most an (» — 2) -dimensional set, certain of the sets C""1 belong to

C""1. C"~x may be one of the sets CJJT1. Suppose that, by a proper choice

of subscripts, {CZ~71},j = \, 2, • • • , a,, is the set of the sets C""1 which be-

long to CJf1. If C*"1 contains a point that does not belong to X^LiC""1,

\[R]^g. It can be shown by a method analogous to one used above

that C""1 contains no such point q. Therefore, Cn~1 = zZ,T- iCtJ1

^^..••*w-,#»+#»=^#1*,. Corresponding to each set C*-1,

j = l, 2, • ■ • , di, Af^i- ■ -^-i^m+i contains two members, Pi,- and P2,-, such

that Ix, ■ P2)-=X [Eu} ■ X [£,,- ] = C^1.

Let F be the set consisting of the final descendants of members of

••■#»• • -*p generated by X [A7*] and those members of Aj^,t.. which

contain no point of XfA7»]. It is evident that Y- zZ't=\Cl~1 =Z^=iCn~1 and,

corresponding to each set C""1, F contains two members, Pi, and B2i, such

that Bij■ 32j =X[Bu]■•K[B2i]=C^ri. X[AVj • 2=X [A^J ■ ??„czZt-id'1- If
A7^ c A7*, X [N*m ] • 4 =Zf.1CT1 and, if TV*. * A7«, X [A7^ ] • 1 is the sum of a

certain number of the sets Cn_1.

It can be shown that XfA7^] =2_,J=iC"J~1 and, corresponding to each set

C*~1, F contains two members, Pi, and P2i, such that Pi,- • P2j = X [Pi,-] • X [P2j ]

=C*f1. ThereforeXM]=X[A7J + Fa-E;=iX[A7^J=Zr.iCrI. Each setC""1
belongs wholly to Na or wholly to X[A7,]. Q"1 • CT1 = 0, k5*ij. If CT'cif„,

C"-1 belongs to the X-sets of two and only two members of A and no other
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member of A contains a point of C\ 1 on its X-set. Since every point of X [Na ]

is a limit point of Z"-Na, if CT1 cXfA7«], CT1 belongs wholly to the X-set

of one and only one member of A and no other member of A contains a point

of Cf~1 on its X-set. It can be shown without difficulty that, if D is a member

of A and \[D]^Q-\ then X[D]-Q"1 is an (w-l)-cell whose X-set is

xfcr1].
Let£ be any member of .4. Evidently \[B]=zZ£-1Ci~\ Cnv;1-C^;1 =0,

Jx^Ji, and \\B\ — C*-1 is an (w —l)-cell whose X-set is XtC",-1]. Since every

neighborhood of I",, is strongly homeomorphic with In, it follows that B is

strongly homeomorphic with In and Lemma 5 holds if B is substituted for

Then there exists Qr1 such that Cf^-B^C^1, X^r1] =X[Cr1] and

AtCVJP^O.

£. = Dx(B) + D2{B) + Qr1; Di(B)-DtjB) = C^f1-

Suppose that C^1 c\[Dt(B)]. Then Z*,2Cfri cX[Z)2(73)]. It can be shown

that the set X [D2(ßj] - Q"1 is homeomorphic with the setX[S]-C?_1. There-

fore X [D2(B) ] — Q_1 is an (« — l)-cell whose X-set is X[C2"-1]. There exists

Cfr1 such that X [Cff1 ] = X [Q~1 ] and A [C"f1 ]D2(B) ̂  0.

A(5) = Ai(5) + 02.(5) + CT1! Dn(B)-D22(B)

Suppose that CV1 c X [/?«(£) ]. ThenX^qp «= X [L»22(P) ]. Proceeding in

this manner, we finally arrive at the following result: B =23*-iA+2^*- iC"f \

where B, is a descendant of B, X[73,] ̂Cf^+Qr1, j = \, 2, • • • , 6, and
X        ] =X*-iQl l-

Subject each member of A to the same sort of subdivision. The result is a

set of descendants of neighborhoods satisfying the requirements of the lemma.

5.9. Let Na be the same as in Lemma 8 and the sets Pk, which occur in

this lemma, be the sets Na ■ NPk, where NPk is a neighborhood belonging to a

finite set of neighborhoods which cover Na. Then Ar«=Z;=1A (Lemma 8).

Each set D, is the descendant of a neighborhood. As in Lemma 8, denote

by Ti the set of all such neighborhoods. Let e2, ■ ■ ■ , en, • • • be a sequence

of positive numbers such that en+i <e„ and lim„,Me„ = 0.

Designate by K the set in euclidean w-space £" whose points have coordi-

nates which satisfy the inequality XXi*? <1> Then K is an «-cell andX[/C] is

an (n — l)-sphere. It will now be proved that K=Y^]=iK.i, where the sets

Kj are w-cells and that there exists a homeomorphism, A(Xj-iX[A])

such that H^[Di\)=\[Ki], y = l, 2, • • ■ , r. We shall show

that, if the above statement is true for r = m, the statement is true for

r = m-\-\.
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Suppose that we have a subdivision of Na of the sort described in Lemma 8

in which r = m + \. Then Na=zZ7-i A- Consider the set A- The discussion in

Lemma 8 shows that there exists a set A such that A ■ A—CITS none of the

setsX [A], other than X [A] andX[A], contains a point of C\~l, \ [D] — C"'1

is an (n-l)-ceU C*f\ XfAl-QY is an (»-l)-cell Cn~\ and CJf1 C^1
=X[Q71]=X[Cnr1]=X[C"71]. Suppose that k=2. Let D represent the set

A+A + C"2_1. Since we are assuming that our present sets A result from

a process similar to that employed in Lemma 8, it is clear that D is

strongly homeomorphic with Na. X[Z>] is the (n — l)-sphere CJJfV+CJ^"1.

Na = D+zZ7^Di- The sets A A, X[Z>], X[AL i = 3, 4, • • • , m + 1, have
the properties and the relations among themselves ascribed to the corre-

sponding sets obtained in Lemma 8. Since it is assumed that the statement

under consideration is true for r = m, K =zZ7=i^' and there exists a homeo-

morphism, A(X[P]+Zf=Yx[A]) =Zr=iMAL such that Rd\[D]) =X[/?1]
and A(X[A])=X[jj^], j = k + l, k = 2, 3, ■ • • , m. AfC^-1) is a closed

(w-l)-cell q-\j = l,2. Cr1 ■Q-1=\ [C;-1],j = 1,2. Then, by Theorem P3

there exists an (w-l)-cell Q'1 such that X[Q_1]-XfC?-1], j = l, 2, and

AiQ-'jK^O. A(X[C"2'1])=X[Cr1]. By Theorem Px there is a homeo-

morphism, Ht(C£l) = CT\ such that A(X[Q-1]) = A^C^1]). Since

AiQ-^K^O, Ki^Kii+Ku+Ct1. Klhj = \, 2, is an «-cell. There exists a

homeomorphism, ACEf-VX[A]) =X[Ku] +X[A2] -r-ZjUX[Al, in which
A(X[A])=A(C"71+C?2-0=A(C:71)+A(C"2-1)=X[A,-], i = l, 2, and
A(X[A']) =X[-K*], j = k+l, k = 2, 3, • • • , m. The statement under consid-

eration holds for r = \. The induction is complete.

We have the desired result K =zZj-iKu and there is a homeomorphism,

#(Z;=iX[A])=ZUX[AL such that A(X[A])=X[X)], ; = 1, 2, • • r.
Suppose that A is one of the sets K, and that d(K^) 2: ei.* Let R be the set of

all points of E" which have coordinates such that 0 <#,■< 1, i = 1, 2, ■ • • ,n.

There exists a homeomorphism He{R) =K(. The correspondence established

by He is uniformly continuous both ways. Therefore, there is a number 5i >0

such that, if the distance between any two points of R is less than Si, the

distance between the corresponding two points of A as given by He is less

than «i. Let m be the smallest integer greater than nm/8i and let t = l/m.

Then t < S^n1'2.

Consider the (n — l)-dimensional planes in En whose equations are

X, = yt,   i = 1, 2, • • • , n; y = 1, 2, • • • , m — 1.

These in — 1)-dimensional planes are n{m — 1) in number and separate R into

mn w-cells Rj such that R=lZ7=iR~i- Let A(Ä) =K(j, j=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , mn. If

* The symbol d(M) is used to denote the diameter of the set M.
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two points belong to a set R,-, the difference between the ^-coordinates

(i = 1, 2, • • • , n) of these two points is at most t. Since t < 8X/V2, the distance

between these two points is less than 81. Then d(Ki}) <eb 7 = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , mn.

Corresponding to K% is the set Z){ which belongs to AY By successive ap-

plications of an argument used above, it can be shown that Ä=Xr=iÄ>

where is a descendant of Z??, and there exists a homeomorphism,

ff«dXMA/])-2£iM*»], such that//{(x[A-])=x[A,-] and fft(x[z?t])
=/j(x[A])=x[a].

Suppose that this procedure is followed in the case of every set Kj whose

diameter is not less than e%. The final result is that Na and K can be expressed

as follows:

Na = zZW\

K=zZ Kiw ■
3-1

d(Kjm) < €1, Djw is strongly homeomorphic with Na, Kjw is an w-cell and

IZi-MDi] CY?-MDP ]■ There exists a homeomorphism, A,^1. A [Z>/» ])

=zZ?-MK,ml such that Hri(\[Dp> ]) =\[K<» ], j = l, 2, • • • , n, and
Al(x[A-])=/J(x[A]),i=i, 2, • • ■, r.

Assign to each point p of Na the neighborhood AY such that Nbp is the

neighborhood of G(p) (§5.1) of least subscript greater than 2 having the

following properties: Nbp belongs to every neighborhood of Tx which con-

tains p; if N( belongs to Tx and N($p, then Nbp-N( = 0; Nbv$Df» for all

values of j. There exists a finite subset of the set of all such neighborhoods:

T2 = {AY}, j = 1, 2, • ■ • , h, such that zZj- xAY 3 Ä7« and A7*. * AY, <•
LeYA" be any one of the sets-P/». Suppose that N^-D^^O. Then

N^-D^ is an open set with respect to Dj}\ Since Z^1' is strongly homeo-

morphic with AY Lemma 8 is true if D(1) and the sets N4>m ■ D(1) are substi-

tuted for Na and the sets Pk respectively. Then D{1) =X*-iA1i>, and the sets

D$ and x^d^j have the properties and the relations among themselves

ascribed to the corresponding sets in Lemma 8. Corresponding to D{1) is the

set K^K Then -fi^11 =Xi=iArf)- ^l* is an «-cell and there exists a homeo-

morphism, A1(Z<e-lx[^14)])=XL1x[K£>], such that H,=\[K$],

* = 1, 2, and ffpl(x [A,™ ])=x h^^fJCP ]) =x[tf„<» ].
Let HPl denote the transformation H+flZ1. Then by Corollary, Theorem Pi

there is a homeomorphism, HPl(K}1)) =ZY(1), such that 7Zpl(x[7i'M(1) ])

= HMKF>}).  Let Hf,(K%) =K%{\ HPA\[K^]) -x If ff. is
used to denote the transformation HPlHPi,
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p8(x[a(1)]) = a.A,(x[A(1)j) = A,(xlXa)]) = flp,(xKu,l)

= H#^C(Xfca>]) = A1(x[A(1>])-

Similar results can be obtained for any two corresponding sets A(1)

and KPK

By the process described above, we can obtain the following

j=i y-i

A(2) is strongly homeomorphic with Na, A<2) is an «-cell, and d(Kjm) < e2,

y-1,2,    • , r,. ST-iX[0/» ] cX;'=1X[A(2)] and^LxXfX/1'] cZ;iiX[i?/2' ].
There exists a homeomorphism, A;CCr-iX[A(2) ]) =27^-iX [A<2) L sucn that

A,(X[A(2) 1) = MA(2> ] and A^Z^X [A(1) ]) = A^Z^XjA15 ])■
Continuing the process, we can obtain the sets A=X*-iX^iiX|A(*) ]

and F2=Jlt-ilZrjiMKfk)], such that

Dfk) is strongly homeomorphic with Na, Kfk) is an «-cell, d{Kfk)) <ek,

Z;t-iX[A(4-l)]cZ;tiX[A(i)], Ej-JXlA^lc^iiXfA^] and, for every
value of k, there is a homeomorphism, H^k(zZj= A [A'*' ]) =Eyt iX [ Aw ], such

that A,(X [A<» ])=X [JT/» ] and [A'4"1' ]) = A^CZ^X [A(t-1)])-
Corresponding to T2, the set of neighborhoods used in obtaining the sets

A12), there is a set of neighborhoods A employed in a similar manner to

obtain the sets A(i) • The neighborhoods of Tk are determined as follows:

Assign to each point p of Na the neighborhood NCp such that NCp is the neigh-

borhood of G(p) of least subscript greater than k having the following prop-

erties: NCp belongs to every neighborhood of Tj, j — 1, 2, ■ • • , k — 1, which

contains p; if A7, belongs to Thj=l, 2, • ■ ■ , & — 1, and A7, then NCp-N„

= 0; Ap $ A<4_1) for all values of 7. There exists a finite subset of the set of all

such neighborhoods: A= {NKj\ ,j =1, 2, • • • , g, suchthat X'-iA,-^ Aand

A.* AM a5*/3.

We can now conclude without difficulty that, if p is a point of A7,,, there

exists a sequence of neighborhoods {A,},i = l, 2, • • • , such that NSi^p,
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Nia^Ntb, a^b, NSj belongs to Tkj, kj<kj+l, and Ntj+lcNtr By Lemma 1,

Every neighborhood of Tk which contains a given point p of Na contains

all the sets Df*> for which Dp 9p. H the sets D*k\ k = 1, 2, • • • , jare such

that 79*'cZ)*"/*,/^>1, then tlt-xDn contains a point p, since is a

compact set. Then, by means of the result stated in the preceding paragraph,

we can infer thatüL ^ = P-

Let p be a point of Na—Fx and Dfk) the set Djm which contains p. It is

evident that p = TU._iD^ = TLl~iF>*k- Let be the set which corre-

sponds to Z)*,'. T[k=iK(*k) consists of one point p'. The point p' cannot be-

long to Fi. For, if Fi s p', the point p' appears in P2 for the first time in the set

X» = !• Then p' = ~jjk=m\[E™]. Under the circumstances, how-

ever, LTt-mX^*'] would be non-vacuous. This is impossible, since

n:=mX[D£>]=0. Then K-Fjop'.
Make every point p of Na—Fi to correspond to the point p' of K — F2

obtained in the manner just described. The process used in obtaining the sets

Fi and F2 establishes a (1, 1) correspondence between the points of Fi and

the points of P2. We now have a (1, 1) correspondence between the points of

Na and the points of K. This correspondence is continuous both ways.

Then Na is homeomorphic with K. Therefore Zn, which is homeomorphic

with Na is a closed »-cell and In is an «-cell.

6. Proof that the conditions in Theorem I' are necessary. The proof which

follows is applicable when n > 1. The slight modifications necessary when « = 1

are obvious.

In euclidean w-space let K be the set of all points whose coordinates x,-

satisfy the condition 0 <x,-< 1, j = 1, 2, • ■ • , n. K is an «-cell and X[K] is an

(« — l)-sphere. Let AY9) be the irrational number (.99 • • • 9)1/2 in which the

symbol 9 occurs k times and AY8), the irrational number similarly defined in

which the symbol 8 takes the place of 9. The neighborhoods A7; to be defined

belong to certain sets Li, i = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

The neighborhoods belonging to the set Li are obtained as follows: De-

note by ei the number 1 — AY9'. Let hx be the smallest integer greater

than 1/ci and mx, the number 1/Ai. Then nii<ei. The (« —1)-dimensional

planes Xj = tnii 0' = 1, 2, • • • , «; t = 1, 2, • • • , hi — 1) separate K into hi sets

KVl such that ?=X£f=iAi- Each set KVl is the interior of an (« —^-dimen-

sional cube whose edges are equal in length to mx. Denote by rVl the smallest

positive integer such that N^f'/rVl<mi/2, and by gSl the number N(£>/rVl.

Let the point {xxyi, x2yi, • ■ • , xnVl) be the point of KVl which is equidistant from

the vertices of KVl. Denote by MVl the set whose points have coordinates
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Xj which satisfy the condition Xjyi-\-gyi — ex <Xj <Xj^-\-gy,+ei. Then Kv, c MVl.

The neighborhoods of Lx are the sets KMy„ yi = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , h?.

The neighborhoods belonging to the set L2 are obtained as follows: Let

E^r1 be an (n — 1) -dimensional plane containing an (n — 1) -dimensional face

of I or of a set MVl and E\2X, an (w —1)-dimensional plane containing an

(« —1)-dimensional face of a set MVl such that E\71 ■E^2~1 = 0. Designate

by 52 the lower bound of the set of numbers which give the distances between

all such pairs of (n — 1)-dimensional planes. Denote by e2 the number

1 — N(sl\ where q2 is the smallest integer such that 6e2< 52. Define the num-

bers h2, m2, rVt and gV2 by the method used in obtaining the corresponding

numbers in the preceding paragraph and obtain the sets KV2 and MV2,

y2 = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , hi", which correspond to the sets KVl and MVl. The neighbor-

hoods which belong to Z2 are the sets K MV2, y2 = 1, 2, • • • , hi1.

In general, the neighborhoods belonging to the set L( are obtained as

follows:

Let Efr1 be an in — 1)-dimensional plane containing an (n — ̂ -dimen-

sional face of K or of a set Myj, j = 1, 2, • ■ ■ , i — 1, and £"2_1, an (» —1)-

dimensional plane containing an (« — l)-dimensional face of a set Myk,

k = 1, 2, • • • , i — 1, such that E^r1 ■E%2~~1 =0. Denote by 5i the lower bound

of the set of numbers which give the distances between all such pairs of

in — l)-dimensional planes. Let d be the number 1—A7^', where qt is the

smallest integer such that 6e»<5i. Define the numbers hi; nii, rVi, and gVi

by the method used in obtaining the corresponding numbers in the preceding

paragraph and obtain the sets KVi and MVi. The neighborhoods belonging to

Li are the sets K-MVi, y{ = 1, 2, • • • , h?.

If a is a given value of i, no (n — 1)-dimensional face of one set MVa is

in the same in — l)-dimensional plane with an (» — 1)-dimensional face of a

second set MVa. No (» — 1)-dimensional face of a set MVb is in the same (« —1)-

dimensional plane with an [n — 1)-dimensional face of a set MVc, b^c.

When K and K are substituted for Z" and In respectively in Theorem I',

all of the conditions of the theorem are satisfied.

7. Proof of Theorem I. We can conclude from the result obtained in (5.9)

that, if Z"-1 is a space such that 7"_1 is an (n— \)-cell, Zn is a closed n-cell and

I" is an n-cell. By Theorem I (4.4), Z° is a closed 0-cell and 7° is a 0-cell. The

proof by induction that the conditions in Theorem I are sufficient follows im-

mediately. The proof that the conditions are necessary is found in §6.
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